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About This Game

A mysterious figure known only as the Wanderer travels across the distant planet of Zircon V, a once prosperous mining colony
that is now on the brink of destruction in the face of its dying star. By using the Passive Fist technique, the Wanderer can outlast

any foe by deflecting their attacks and draining their stamina. With colonists disappearing and maniacs running wild, the
Wanderer must stand firm, stay calm and fight for answers in this unique modern brawler!

Gameplay Features

 

Timing & Rhythm Based Combat

Classic brawler action flipped on its head! Study your enemies' patterns and nullify their attacks with perfectly timed
parries and dodges and let your enemies defeat themselves

 

Build Combos & Unleash Super Attacks

Fill your super meter with consecutive parries and dodges and spend it to destroy all who stand in your way
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Create Your Own Difficulty Setting

Adjust gameplay settings to customize your own challenge level with its own unique name

 

Fully Remappable Controls

Set any action to any button! With fully remappable controls you can use a controller one-handed (left hand or right
hand), you can play on controller with just the use of sticks (no buttons) or play on keyboard. You have the freedom to
play your way!

 

Level Up!

Earn medals and XP from fights to earn upgrades and unlock new abilities

 

Story & Arcade Modes

Play through the Story Mode and take a stance against tyranny on Zircon V. Then, challenge yourself with the Arcade
Mode and play through the whole game with limited lives to prove your mastery of the Passive Fist!
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When I got this game I expected something like Dance Dance Revolution or Deemo..... My mistake... This game's story makes
no sense at all and it's really REALLY corny. The controls are awkward and personally I don't like how the whole thing works....
In other words, don't get this game full price, if anything get it while it's on sale.

On the bright side I only spent 99 cents!. Its a fun game to screw around with and to have just for laughs. Not recommended if
its not on sale.... A very nice and fairly difficult platformer. I love platformers with grappling line\/swinging gimmicks and that
is basically what this is all about. The jumping is a little bit floaty but you will be thankful for that because it will give you time
to aim your landing better. You have to be incredibly precise with both your jumpinng and swinging to succeed.

The game is score-attack based. It is totally possible to clear stages but take so many times and miss so many point icons that
you are left with an absolutely embarrassing mediocre score. That's prettymuch where I am with it right now. If you are the type
of player that enjoys games like Dustforce or Super Meat Boy where you practice and get better and better until you can clear
levels in one fluid motion I would recommend it. It is a game for perfectionists and I'm not sure I will have the patience to clear
all of it.

What I have played is fun.. Though the trailer is very well done and convinced me to get this game, it just doesn't hold interest
for very long, especially with the only really 'fun' I could have existing in the multiplayer function.
The multiplayer is difficult to access, though; it's difficult to find anyone playing the game without waiting a very long time,
especially for matches with more than 2 persons.
There are specific ways to hit the ball as well, which are never explained in game and are only referenced in the achievements,
for example, I found out what a "Home Run" was by guessing, did a "Jam" by pure accident, and still have no idea what a "Slam
Dunk" is or how to perform one.
I'm sure it appeals to some group that isn't me, though, so if you're into VIDEOBALL™ or VIDEOBALL™-related activities,
go for it.. wierd game

ok, but wierd. This is a great HTC Vive experience. The game is complete with regular updates. The developers are very active,
responding to the discussion board when people have problems. It\u2019s a great game to play, and a go-to when showing off
the Vive as it\u2019s easy to pick up and doesn\u2019t scare people (you don\u2019t have to worry about people slamming the
ceiling with your controller). It also doesn\u2019t take a lot of space for room scale, so if you\u2019re like me and have a small
play area, this game is perfect. I feel it\u2019s well worth the $20 asking price, especially when comparing to other VR games
right now asking more for less.. This app has a long ways to go, but it's a good start. I was surprised by how slow and laggy it
was to draw fog of war on. Even worse, there is no option to cover your whole map in fog of war. You have to do it manually,
which is very slow and tedious.

Also, there is no option to draw the fog of war in a square shape, only a circle. Why would you want to draw with a circle tool
when the map is on a square grid?

The user interface looks like a file browser, it makes the experience feel cheap.

Overall, this thing is real clunky, but it can work in a pinch.. Good game to get you introduced to AGEOD's game mechanics.
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Can't play online with friends. Horrible.. The real puzzle is why i spent money on this. Puzzle bots is a short little puzzle game
that will take you between and a half and hours to finish, depending on your puzzle solving skills.
It's a light bite, that you can finish in an afternoon, but it's quite quite and funny.
I personally got it in an indie bundle, and didn't get around to playing it untill just now, and I'm glad I did, though €4.49 seems a
bit much in my opinion, you might want to pick it up in a sale, as it's a perfect intro into the puzzle genre.
. Nothing spectacular. Fun casual game, and worth the money.. Great Game but....

Cons:
Zero optimization for PC or Controllers.
Cant get Steam Controller to work.
No Grafik option
Fullscreen only works on Steam Big Picture Mode

Pros:
The Game itself seems to run fluid but cant tell how far cause i had other problems to play it.

Addional Info:
I made it work on my noname psx Controller somehow. 2 other Controllers didnt worked.
When i try to configure Controller ingame, the game crash.
No matter which Controller template i try in big picture mode i cant get steam controller to work besides directional buttons.

After one of 3 Controller worked it still was very bad input and controller often did things on his own in this game. Not rly
playable like this atm.

I gladly like to upvote the game asoon the controller is configurable and working without any input problems.
Making the game working in fullscreen without the workaround shouldnt be too hard ether.
Any kind of grafical options like smooth grafic would be nice too.
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